RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

PRESS RELEASE: April 10th 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FROM: OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
MEMORANDUM:
Mental Health Screenings Made Conditional Civil Rights, Constitutional Rights, and Civil Honors
Be it so known at this firm, any suggested utterance or claim made before clients or the staff in this place of work or client
job site shall be themed an offense subject immediate termination, to the following effect:
1. Any suggestion that small arms crime (gun crime) is linked to gun ownership as if a privilege whose free
exercise were contributory to unlawful use or acts by other persons or minors.
2. Claim that statistics or their presumption support a legal right to usurp the protected rights of persons made
Constitutional Law, Supreme Law, Federal Statutory Law, State Statutory Law, Common Law, or other theory
recognized by Seven Alpha as domestic to our jurisdiction and so a duty to enforce here and before the public.
3. Claim that any Legislative Act or Executive Order or other thing at-law may alter the Constitution of the United
States or the Constitution of the many States, having no Constitutional Convention to accomplish prior any change
to the bylaws of the organized government body or state or nation.
4. Abuse of any person or use of any language to suggest mental or physical or moral weakness for disagreement
with these frauds, themed a foreign theory of law and a criminal act so described under Title 18 Section 241 of the
Federal Criminal Code, will be considered an aggravated form of "hate crime" and "hate speech" and so subject
potential termination of employment, loss of all benefits immediately, and loss of contract or work and a return of
all property to the firm as-is on termination and without retention or any right to distribute, retain, or disclose in
any way the contents of that work for any reason not stipulated in written form after such termination so made.
5. Claims of a diagnostic clinical or obsolete mental or emotional health term to support such fraud will be subject
immediate enforcement of the prior, as a form of "workplace harassment" and "aggravated assault" if by the public.
This abuse themed a component of Oklahoma Statute Title 43A section 43A-5-104 in extortion and blackmail
behavior repeated as a theme in criminal fraud already under Federal Criminal Complaint pursuant The Hobbs Act.
There is a standard for employee and customer interaction with staff maintained by this workplace. Employees will not be
subject to abuse or speculative "diagnostic terms" reserved for "medical practice" to suggest a conviction without due
process and loss of personal property or rights themed on radical political or criminal claims. We will treat this conduct as
any "unprivileged communication", and regard its use as "employee abuse" by any party in concert with existing "excessive
fines", "cruel and unusual punishment", and "denial of due process and habeas corpus" now made formal complaint with the
United States Attorney General in an ongoing child abuse and child kidnapping fraud sustained by STATE OF TEXAS.
So called "Red Flag" laws, called for by Joseph Biden on April 8th 2021, are illegal and criminal suspension of the "right of
habeas corpus" guaranteed under Oklahoma Constitution, Article II, suggesting detention and removal of property prior an
"imagined crime" based on "hearsay" and to intimidate the court, the public, and the victim of such libel, slander, and
spoliation themed a "barratry" (21 O.S.) and crime in the State of Oklahoma against the "reputation" of the accused in
knowing and criminal design for a non-crime. This is barred per 21 O.S. §21-8 and offensive to the Constitution of the
United States, and will not be tolerated based on medical information shared with the court of a fictitious nature popularized
by Progressive Insurance Fraud themed a Federal crime, 18 U.S.C. § 666.
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